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Travelling
Computer Science Concepts
-All programming is an algorithm turned
into code
-An Algorithm is a step by step sequences
of instructions to make something happen
1, Investigate move
commands in
Scratch Jr

2, Create travel
algorithm

Program Aim Turn a travelling algorithm
into a travelling program
Maths Concepts
-Move forward, backwards, up, down, turn right, turn left

3, Video travel
sequence

4, Convert
Algorithm into
program

5, Compare travel
video with program

Learning Path

1, Investigate Move Commands in Scratch Jr
Before pupils are given tablet computers gather the
class and show them the Scratch Jr movement blocks.
Click on the home button and then click on the + to create a new project. Click on the blue arrow to bring up
the movement blocks.
Point out how they can get the name of each block by
holding their finger on it
Drag out the move blocks
Investigate what each one does individually (Tap them)
Tap the right or left block 3 times. Ask pupils to predict
how many turns will be needed to go all the way
round? Test their hypothesis.
Resources
Tablet Computers, block planner sheet or
whiteboards

2, Create travel algorithm

KS1 Programs of study covered

Explain that they are going to use some of the moves they
have seen in Scratch junior to travel across the playground.

Pupils should be taught to:
understand what algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices; and
that programs execute by following precise and
unambiguous instructions
create and debug simple programs
use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of
simple programs

They are going to record these moves on the sheet provided
by drawing arrows.
Later on they are going to turn their symbol algorithms into
code blocks that work on the tablet computer to make the
cat sprite do the same travelling sequence.
Pupils work best in pairs for this activity.

Support those who need help creating their travel algorithms

Cat Moves

Do a travel sequence yourself. Can the children tell what moves you are
using

Move right
Move left
Move up
Move down
Turn right
Turn left
jump
Go home (back to start)

Can each child tell what move their partner is using in their sequence?
Encourage slower moves so it is easier to record these.

3, Video Travel Sequences
Demonstrate how to video a travel sequence
You are combining digital literacy (taking a video for
a purpose) with computing science (algorithm to
programming)

4, Convert algorithm into code
Go back to class and demonstrate how you
turn a part of one of their algorithms on the
block planner into code.
Remind that this sequence of instructions is
called an algorithm and that they are
converting their algorithms into code.
Move them on to coding. When they have
finished get them to check their sequence
to see if it is similar to their video.

Further Exploration
Would they like to make another sprite
move? What else can they make it do?

Holding the tablet carefully
Not running or travelling if holding the tablet
Show where to stand to get all the sequence in
the video without moving it.
Can they avoid getting other people in their
sequence? Tripods with tablet heads are ideal
for this
Now send pupils of to do this for each other

5, Compare their video with their final code
Did it help planning the moves out in their
algorithm first?
Why not display some of their algorithms on
your classes working wall along with a description of what algorithm means.
Extension activities
Add a background that looks like your school
playground or hall where you carried out the
algorithm drawing

background button
Can they work out how to add playground
sounds?
sound record button

Assessing the travel module
Below

The program doesn’t reflect much of the algorithm. A lot of support and encouragement was needed to try new things

Within

Most of a pupils algorithm has been created in their program. With minimal support they were able to fix any bugs

Above

Most of the algorithm was recreated in the program and where it wasn't pupils are
able to tell you why.

